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Hello Readers !!!

As we emerge from the burning sparks of a

global pandemic, this quarterly issue focus

on recently published reports from

different directions of health concerns

globally. Apart from covering conventional

informative scientific articles, the present

issue also includes brain storming cross

word for the readers, I personally

encourage the readers to participate in it. I

am thankful to the contributors for having

put their thoughts and experiences into an

engaging read.

For any queries, suggestions, feedback or

submission of articles please do not

hesitate to contact our team via

fphpanpharmacon@gmail.com. We would

love to hear from you and elevate the

quality of the newsletter to serve you

better. Happy reading !!!

Dr. J. Anbu

Editor-Panpharmacon
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Department of Pharmacology is one of the foundation departments of Faculty of Pharmacy,

dedicated to the training of undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral students. The vision of the

department is to become a top-ranked research and academic centre in the Pharmacology and

Toxicology discipline in India that will be responsible for services with the mission to contribute in

the ovleadership in pharmacology education, training, research, development and related erall

training of students, through enriching with the knowledge, attitude and skills needed to fit

effectively and efficiently into both national and international arena. Department is involved in

various in vitro and in vivo research projects that expertise in the area of toxicological research,

neuropharmacology, molecular pharmacology and cardiovascular pharmacology.

❖ The Department of Pharmacology is well known for its research activities and its well-

maintained animal house is approved by central government body CPCSEA

❖ The Department has well-qualified, experienced faculty with dedicated vision of teaching and

research

❖ The laboratories at Department are well equipped with instrumentation facilities with

computer assisted learning, audio-visual aids and other resources with all safety measures

❖ The laboratories provide facilities for the students to carry out all types of basic

pharmacological in vivo and in vitro screening activities with simulated exercises

❖ The Department provides hands-on experience on animal research with guidance from

experienced faculty, technical skills and theoretical aspects of pharmacology

❖ Department provides an opportunity to students to interact with industry professionals

through workshops, symposiums and seminars conducted in collaboration with

pharmaceutical industries

❖ Keeping fit of postgraduates to make them competent in academics, research and industry

with excellent placement support

❖ The department has legal Memorandum of Understanding with the reputed pharmaceutical

industries to support our research scholars in performing advanced experiments and also

understand the industrial climate
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Team Panpharmacon is very much thankful to RUAS management for providing a wonderful

platform to explore and utilise our knowledge and skills. We wish to thank our Hon’ble acting

Vice-Chancellor and Pro-Vice Chancellor for patronage and advising us on the importance of

enhancing the visibility of workplace that stimulated us to come out with informative

Panpharmacon, an E – Newsletter. The Editorial Board is thankful to The Himalaya Drug

Company, Bengaluru for sponsoring this quarterly issue. We also thank all our colleagues, well

wishers and friends for supporting us in making this newsletter.

Editorial team is very happy to introduce the logo of Panpharmacon!!!

As Panpharmacon represents cure for all diseases, the logo comprises of a shield with the wings

that emboldens to fly high with hale and hearty aura combating the hurdles.
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The most complex and ingenious thing in the
universe is our human body. Many things related
to our body are already been discovered but there
are still some mechanisms that our body follows
and keeps us stunned as to how does this happen.

One such mystery about our body has been
recently solved by an international research team
which was led by University of British Columbia
(UBC). Mystery was regarding the role of thymus
gland in the prevention of miscarriage and
controlling of gestational diabetes.

Thymus is a small gland tucked behind the
sternum that helps pregnant ladies in healthy and
safe delivery. You must be wondering how does it
help, well even the researchers too wondered as
to how our immune system adapts and supports
mother and foetus.

The research team found that female sex
hormones in pregnant ladies instructs some
changes to the thymus gland and also ask to
produce a specialized cell called as Treg which

Thymus Gland – Mystery Case Solved

helps in managing the physiological changes by
binding to Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor
Kappa B (RANK) present on the epithelium of
thymus.

For better understanding of the above theory, it
was experimented using mice where RANK
receptors were deleted, it turned out that most of
them did not have enough Treg cells present in
their placenta and had miscarriages and also
developed gestational diabetes.

Gestational diabetes is developed in about 15% of
pregnant ladies throughout the world. It causes an
increased body weight of the infants and also
makes them prone to long lasting and
transgenerational diabetes.

When these mice were supplemented with
thymus-derived Tregs isolated from normal
pregnancies, it reversed all the issues like
miscarriages, maternal diabetes and normalised
body weight of the pups proving the importance of
thymus in labour.
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So, all the pregnant ladies out there, take care of
your thymus and it will help you in having a safe
and healthy delivery.

Reference:
Paolino, M., Koglgruber, R., Cronin, S.J.F., Rausher,
E., Harreiter, J., Pranjic, B., et al., (2020) RANK
links thymic regulatory T cells to fetal loss and
gestational diabetes in pregnancy. Nature.
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-03071-0.
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Can UV-LED Radiation kill Corona virus? The first
study revealed the effective disinfection of strains
of Corona virus with the help of UV-LED
radiations at different frequencies. In a present
scenario where the entire world is looking for a
practical solution to decontaminate the Corona
virus, Professor Hadas Mamane, Head of the
Environmental Engineering Program at Tau’s
School of Mechanical Engineering led the study
to prove that Corona virus can be killed efficiently
by the help of UV emitting diodes.

The impressive benefit for this technique, it does
not require the manpower to spray the chemical
in order to disinfect the surface areas or give time
for the chemical agents to act on the surface.
Sterilized systems based LED bulbs can be
installed through robotic system in ventilation
systems to sanitize the air sucked in and then
emitted in the room. Study has claimed that the
simplest technique to kill the corona virus is with
the help of LED bulbs which radiate ultraviolet
radiations. This bulbs are safer to use, can be
used in all the areas consume little energy and
they do not contain mercury in it.

The researchers have found that 285 nm can be
considered as the optimal wavelength to kill the
corona virus whereas 265 nm can efficiently
deodorize 99.9% of the virus in less than 30
seconds. Thereby 265 nm wavelength bulbs can
be selectively chosen as they have low cost and
much effective in their action.

It is much effective but on the other hand it
should be dangerous technique used as it will
cause harm to the human population on direct
exposure. The future prospect of this study is to
work on various combinations of effective
mechanisms to develop a potent action against
virus by direct or indirect means on different
surfaces.

Advancements with UV Lights:
• A study from American Journal of Infection
Control (AJIC) reported that a large number of
Coronavirus in a liquid culture can be inactivated
by the help of UV-C Lights within a period of 9
mins.
• Far-UV-C Lights (207-222nm) can be used to
disinfect the germs and cause less harm to the

Innovative UV-LED Bulbs for Corona Virus
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skin and eyes. Far-UV-C Lights can effectively kill
2 types of human coronavirus (229E and OC43)

Reference:
Gerchman.Y., Mamane.H., Friedman.N.,
Mandelboim.M., (2020) UV-LED disinfection of
Corona virus : Wavelength Effect,’ J photoch
photobio b,’ pp. 1-32
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The Newer Molecule Pursuing 
Antibiotic Resistance

As researchers around the world take up arms
against a novel, deadly infection. The objective of
University of Colorado was to find a new method
to overcome microbial danger: a rising tide of
anti-microbial safe microorganisms which are left
unchecked, could slay an expected 10 million
individuals yearly by 2050.

The COVID-19 circumstance is unquestionably
putting us in danger of expanding protection
from anti-toxins, so it's more significant now than
any other time in recent memory that we think of
medicines. In diary PLOS Pathogens, Detweiler
and her exploration group revealed their most
recent disclosure - a substance that works with a
host's natural safe reaction to push past cell
boundaries that help microbes to oppose anti-
toxins. This study could help claim to provide a
weapon to fight against the infections

In the event that we don't tackle the issue of
finding new anti-infective agents or by one way
or another making old anti-microbials work once
more, we can still observe increasing deaths from
bacterial disease, where we thought that we had
overcome it in prior years.

In the United States alone, 35,000 individuals
pass on yearly from bacterial diseases that

couldn't be allocated with on the grounds that
they've become impervious to existing
medications. Endless others endure dangerous
sessions with once-effectively treatable ailments
like sore throat, urinary tract diseases and
pneumonia. By 2050, there could be a bigger
number of deaths from anti-toxin opposition than
from disease.

The present drugs available for infection have
altered so we are at risk that we may go back to
100 years such that even a negligible disease can
also cause death. The pandemic has shone
considerably lighter on the issue, the same
number of patients bite the dust not from the
infection itself but rather from difficult to-treat
optional bacterial diseases. increased utilization
of anti-infective agents to anticipate or treat
those optional diseases, while now and again
might be worsening obstruction.

Most anti-infection agents being used today were
created during the 1950s, and drug organizations
have since downsized on exploration in the field
for more productive endeavours. To take care of
this, a lab built up a procedure called SAFIRE for
screening for new little particles which work
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uniquely in contrast to more established
medications.

With the help chemical genetics, a recently found
small molecule called JD1, which inhibits the
action of Salmonella enterica existing in
macrophages. out of 14,400 competitors
screened from a library of existing synthetic
compounds; SAFIRE recognized 70 that hold
guarantee. The new paper centers on "JD1,"
which seems by all accounts, to be especially
fascinating at penetrating what are known as
"Gram-negative microorganisms. With an intense
outside layer that keeps anti-toxins from getting
to the cell, and another inside film giving a
cushion, these microscopic organisms
(Salmonella and E. coli) are inalienably hard to
treat. Yet, in contrast to different medications,
JD1 exploits the host's underlying in susceptible
attack on that external bacterial film, at that
point slips inside and pursues the internal layer as
well. This is the main examination to show that
you can focus on a Gram-negative
microorganisms' internal layer by misusing the
natural safe reaction of the host.

In rodent experiments and laboratory, JD1
diminished endurance and spread of Gram-
negative microorganisms called Salmonella
enterica by 95%. In any case, while it harmed the
bacterial cell layers, it couldn't infiltrate the fine
layer of cholesterol that lined its mammalian
host's cell films.

Microbes are defenceless against JD1 such that
our cells are not, noticing that consequently,
results would probably be negligible.

Further investigations are in progress to
investigate JD1 and different combinations like it.
a project organization have worked on different
combinations which work by repressing siphons

called "efflux siphons, that microbes use to tap
out anti-microbials.

Basically, development is way more intelligent
than the total of the researchers set up and these
microbes will keep on advancing to oppose what
we toss at them, we can't become fulfilled but
we need to continue taking care of this microbes

Reference:
Dombach, J.L., Quintana, J.L., Nagy, T.A., Wan, C.,
Crooks, A.L., Yu, H., Su, C.C., Yu, E.W., Shen, J. and
Detweiler, C.S., 2020. A small molecule that
mitigates bacterial infection disrupts Gram-
negative cell membranes and is inhibited by
cholesterol and neutral lipids. PLoS pathogens,
16(12), p.e1009119.
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My Experience with COVID – 19

All of a sudden nation stood still, with lockdown.
Roads, Malls, Theatre, Park, Public places
whichever once we took for granted was
appearing empty! Wherever we had to go, we
had to wear mask, apply sanitizer or wash hands
frequently like a person with Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder. Office works were being
done from home, students used to sleep in the
name of online classes, people were terrorized
even if they had symptoms of common cold.

Well, whether people think it as a boon or curse
still the whole idea of lockdown kept India
healthy to the best extent possible when
compared to the developed countries. Due to
lockdown, I was having a good time with
grandparents and my family, especially with my
brother as we had lots of time to fight!

On 23rd October as my grandmother was suffering
from fever, we decided to take her to hospital,
during the screening process it was confirmed
that she tested positive for COVID – 19. We were
surprised with regards to her report as she had
never stepped out of home. We were instructed
to get ourselves tested as we were in primary
contact with her. On October 24th we all went to
hospital, lots of questions were running in my
head and too much anxiety.

I was called first to give the sample for testing
followed by my dad, mom and my brother. By the
time they finished the sampling procedure of my
brother my results were ready and I was called to
see the result – I was POSITIVE !! I was happy
that my family members had tested negative. I
was hospitalized and my journey with COVID – 19
had started.

Grandma and I were kept in isolation. I had
cough, fever, mild throat and body pain. But I
never felt that I’m alone or anything, as everyone
I know had started to encourage me, checking on
my status through video call, phone calls and
messages. They basically enabled me to be
physically and mentally strong enough to fight
against the situation.

My routine at the hospital was to help grandma
in her daily needs, taking tablets, minor exercise,
attending online classes, talking to friends and
sleep. Even though I was feeling physically
drained, calls from my parents, friends and more
over from other people with whom I was not
even in regular touch motivated me. All these
really boosted my confidence that this time too
shall pass and I will come out of this.

Panpharmacon
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Finally, after one long week on hospital bed with
continuous popping of pills, drying throat, aching
body my sample was again taken for testing and
this time also the result was POSITIVE! But again,
I was happy because grandma test reports were
NEGATIVE and she was being shifted to ICU for
further monitoring due to post COVID
complications. This time I didn’t want to stay in
hospital as my symptoms were mild and wanted
to go for home quarantine, fortunately I was
allowed to do so.

After reaching home I was totally isolated in a
room with nothing to do whole day that’s when
the idea of sharing my experience with others
popped into my mind! When mom served me
dinner after I had a refreshing shower, I realized
what I was missing on the hospital bed. On Nov
8th I was tested negative while my grandma was
still on ICU. On 16th Nov I lost my grandmother
as post COVID – 19 symptoms had affected her
lungs badly.

In conclusion to my experience, I found that there
is no need to panic if you are COVID – 19 positive,
it’s just a virus definitely not mightier than one’s
self-confidence and a strong immune system.

Wishing you all a healthy and safe year ahead!
Stay NEGATIVE!

After all, staying NEGATIVE! is the new trend!!

Ms. Shadgunya Sreshta.P

1st Pharm.D

Faculty of Pharmacy
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Webinar On Surface receptor‐mediated targeted
drug delivery systems for enhanced cancer treatment
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Upcoming Event

Webinar on

Basic Pharmacokinetic Parameters: 

Estimations and Calculations

Pharmacokinetic parameters are assessed by monitoring variations in

concentration of the drug and/or its metabolites in physiological fluids that are

easy to access (i.e., plasma and urine). Pharmacokinetic parameters give an

overall indication of the behaviour of the drug in the body.

This webinar not only provides an overview regarding various basic

pharmacokinetic parameters but also intended to provide demonstration and

hands-on training on basic PK calculations using MS Excel.

Dr. Sulaiman Sait J, has completed Pharmacokinetic

analysis for over 250 Bioavailability & Bioequivalence

studies. He also shares interest for Biopharmaceutics,

PK Modelling, Physiologically based pharmacokinetic

(PBPK) modelling, In-vitro In-vivo correlation (IVIVC)

and Population Pharmacokinetics.

Over the past three years he has given guest lectures

at various National and International Conferences and

events sponsored by CDSCO, Govt of India and UGC.

He is also a proud author of a book titled “The Blind

trial” and bagged young achievers award for his

academic and professional achievements..

Panpharmacon
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Solve the Crossword*

Panpharmacon

* Terms and conditions

• Solved crossword to be mailed to fphpanpharmacon@gmail.com on or before 10-Feb-2021

• Two Winners will be decided by drawing lot

• Winners details will be announced in the upcoming issue

• Participation is restricted for Indian nationals only

Win 
Exciting 
Gifts !!! 

Across

1. I can control your sneezing, running nose
and itching. I will be in your body for one day
but won’t impair your psychomotor
performance. Unlike my close friends, I won’t
harm your healthy heart, and I sound like a
fox

3. I can reduce your pain and save your heart.
I am too good in protecting babies in womb. I
can prevent uncontrolled growth of cells in
your body, but sometime I can bleed you to
death, Who am I?

5. I love many parts in brain. I'm good at
helping and mimicry. Unfortunately
automatism ditched my life. Who am I ?

Down

2. If you put me under the tongue, I give you
best effect. I can relax your blood vessels and
also I am good to heart. I am not really okay
with sunlight. What am I?

4. Nerve end is not good to me but I'm still in
a relationship. I increase your BP but also
decrease. I can help you out in emergency.
Who am I?

1

3

2

4

5

Sponsored by 

The 

Himalaya 

Drug 

Company
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